With the recent development in information and communication technology, more and more smart devices penetrate into people's daily life to promote the life quality. As a growing healthcare trend, medical cyber-physical systems (MCPSs) enable seamless and intelligent interaction between the computational elements and the medical devices. To support MCPSs, cloud resources are usually explored to process the sensing data from medical devices. However, the high quality-of-service of MCPS challenges the unstable and long-delay links between cloud data center and medical devices. To combat this issue, mobile edge cloud computing, or fog computing, which pushes the computation resources onto the network edge (e.g., cellular base stations), emerges as a promising solution. We are thus motivated to integrate fog computation and MCPS to build fog computing supported MCPS (FC-MCPS). In particular, we jointly investigate base station association, task distribution, and virtual machine placement toward cost-efficient FC-MCPS. We first formulate the problem into a mixed-integer non-linear linear program and then linearize it into a mixed integer linear programming (LP). To address the computation complexity, we further propose an LP-based two-phase heuristic algorithm. Extensive experiment results validate the high-cost efficiency of our algorithm by the fact that it produces near optimal solution and significantly outperforms a greedy algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) emerge as engineered systems that offer integrations of computation, networking, and physical processes, enabling seamless interaction between cyber services and physical components [1] . Building on the discipline of computing, sensing, communication and embedded system technologies, CPS is a natural evolution resulting from the fast development of information and communication technology (ICT) in the past decades and will transform the way people interact with the physical world. CPS can be applied in various areas such as transportation, manufacturing, agriculture, energy, healthcare and so on. Its unarguable huge economic and societal potential has attracted worldwide attentions to develop the technology for promoting the interaction between the cyber space and the physical world.
On the other hand, we have also witnessed a booming development in healthcare industry for the past decades. In MCPS, some low-capability sensors/actuators require interaction with external software applications for full functionality. For example, Apple's health kit falls into such paradigm that the sensing data generated at the front-end (e.g., apple watch, iPhone, etc.) are actually sent to a central platform for storage and analysis. Such paradigm is conceptually described by Lee et al. [5] as virtual medical devices (VMDs) shown in Fig. 1 , where a VMD instance binds a clinical algorithm and a set of related physical devices. The clinical algorithms, i.e., VMD applications, define how these connected devices shall interact with each other in a given clinical scenario. To host these VMD applications, resource-rich cloud data center is intuitively regarded as an ideal platform. However, the continuous growing number of connected medical devices have imposed a critical challenge as the bulk data produced from these devices must be timely transferred and analyzed by the VMD applications to provide fast and accurate feedbacks. Besides the low latency requirement, MCPSs may also ask for mobility support and location-awareness.
We notice that these demands can be well satisfied by exploring mobile edge cloud computing [6] , [7] or fog computing [8] , which can share the burden by hosting the VMD applications in the network edge, e.g., base stations (BSs). Milito et al. [8] from Cisco argue that fog computing platform is critical to support future cloud services and applications, especially to the Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications featured by geo-distribution, latency-sensitivity and high-resilience. Fog computing, as ''clouds at the edge'', allocates services near the devices to improve the quality-ofservice (QoS) and other non-functional properties (NFPs) [9] . Fig. 2 gives an overview of a fog computing supported MCPS (FC-MCPS), where BSs provide not only the communication services to the medical devices but also the computation and storage resources to host the VMD applications as virtual machines (VMs). By such means, medical data streams can be uploaded and processed directly in a BS residing with the corresponding VMD application VM, instead of sending to the centralized data center. From the perspective of MCPS service providers, certain operational expenditure (OPEX) must be paid to infrastructure service providers (ISPs) for using the communication and computation services. Firstly, data must be uploaded to the associated BS then routed to the BS with the processing VM. Note that there is no restriction on the choices of data uploading BS and the data processing BS. They can refer to either different BSs or the same one. For example, in Fig. 2 , we can see that the data for application 1 can be uploaded and processed at BS 2 while application 3's data is uploaded at BS 2 but processed by BS 4. Secondly, to process data stream for a specific application, a corresponding VM should be deployed in BS. Therefore, BS 2 and BS 4 are deployed with the VMs for applications 1 and 3, respectively. Similar to existing data centers, deploying VM is not free and certain server rental cost will be charged. As BSs may be provided by different ISPs with different charging policy, cost-diversity exists among these BSs. Given that QoS is guaranteed, it is essential to explore such cost-diversity for cost minimization. Therefore, in this paper, we are motivated to investigate the QoS guaranteed minimum cost resource management problem in FC-MCPS. The main contributions are as follows.
• We propose the concept of FC-MCPS by forging fog computing into MCPS to host the VMD applications.
In particular, we study a cost-efficient resource management problem with guaranteed QoS in FC-MCPS.
• We formulate the cost minimization problem in a form of mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) with joint consideration of communication BS association, subcarrier allocation, computation BS association, VM deployment and task distribution.
• To deal with the high computational complexity of solving MINLP, we linearize it as a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem. We further propose a low-complexity two-phase LP-based heuristic algorithm and validate its high efficiency through extensive experiments. The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section II gives a toy example to illustrate the motivation of our work. Section III introduces our system model. The cost optimization is formulated as an MINLP problem in Section IV and then a two-phase heuristic algorithm is proposed in Section V. The theoretical findings are verified by experiments in Section VI. Related work is summarized in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes our work.
II. MOTIVATION
To illustrate the motivation of our work, let us first consider a toy example shown in Fig. 2 . There are 7 BSs (i.e., BS 1 to BS 7) and 3 users with 3 different applications (i.e., A 1, 2 and 3). All three users are within the transmission range of BS 2 and BS 6, with the uplink costs of two and one, respectively. User 1 is also in the transmission range of BS 1 with an uplink cost of one. For each BS, we assume there are three subcarriers. Each subcarrier can contribute an uploading data rate of one per time unit. Generally, the communication cost between each pair of BSs is determined by ISP providers and locations. For easy understanding, we use the number of hops to indicate the inter-BS communication cost in this example, e.g., the communication cost is one from BS 2 to BS 3 and two from BS 2 to BS 4. We aim at minimizing the total unit cost including the total VM deployment cost, uploading cost and inter-BS communication cost.
In the case shown in Fig. 2 , BSs 2, 3 and 4 are deployed with VMs for applications 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Each BS charges 1 per time unit for hosting one VM. All three users are associated with BS 2 and all three data streams are uploaded through BS 2 and then processed in BSs 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The uploading cost can be calculated as 2 + 2 + 2 = 6, while the VM deployment cost and the inter-BS communication cost are 1 + 1 + 1 = 3 and 0 + 1 + 2 = 3, respectively. In this case, the total cost is 6 + 3 + 3 = 12 and the uploading delay experienced by each user is 1 because each application can use only 1 subcarrier of BS 2. To minimize the total cost without violating the QoS requirement (e.g., uploading delay in this example), we consider another solution that BSs 1, 2 and 6 are used to host the VMs for applications 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Meanwhile, users 1, 2 and 3 are associated with BSs 1, 2 and 6, respectively. Each BS allocates all its 3 subcarriers to its associated user. We can see that the uploading cost, the VM deployment cost and the inter-BS communication cost become 1 + 2 + 1 = 4, 1 + 1 + 1 = 3 and 0, respectively. The total cost is therefore reduced to 4 + 3 + 0 = 7. Meanwhile, the uploading delay of all users is decreased to 1 3 thanks to full occupation of all 3 subcarriers of corresponding BS.
From this example, we can see that a better solution of BS association, subcarrier allocation, VM deployment and task distribution not only contributes to lower total cost but also improves QoS of applications (e.g., the response time). It is significant to investigate these factors for QoS-guaranteed minimum-cost MCPS applications in fog computing environments.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we introduce our FC-MCPS system model. For the convenience of the readers, the major notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1 .
A. NETWORK MODEL
We consider a connected cellular networks, e.g., Fig. 2 , as an undirected graph G = (N , E), where node set N includes both user set I and BS set J , i.e., N = I ∪ J while edge set E represents these links between nodes. Both users and BSs are randomly located in a two-dimensional area. There is a link e ij between user i ∈ I and BS j ∈ J if and only if they are within the communication range of each other. More accurately, e ij exists if j is reachable from i as the BS usually has longer transmission distance than the medical devices. Let binary Z ij indicate whether BS j is reachable from user i or not. Without loss of generality, we assume that all BSs are reachable from each other. However, the BSs may be owned by different ISPs or locate with different distances (e.g., number of hops) with each other. For BS j ∈ J , let C u j denote the uplink cost at BS j and C jk be the inter-BS communication cost between BSs j and k. The values of C u j and C jk vary on the ISPs and inter-BS distances. On the other hand, the link capacity between BSs is usually sufficient and the transmission delay is highly related with the network topology. In this paper, we assume the transmission delay D jk on e jk is given in advance.
For uplink communications, we assume that a subcarrier set S is available at each BS. Without loss of generality, all the BSs are with the same number of subcarriers and all the subcarriers are with the same bandwidth. For each subcarrier s ∈ S, the same data rate R can be achieved. Different from existing BSs in 3G or 4G cellular networks, a BS in FC-MCPS is not only equipped with antennas for wireless communication but also with a server that can accommodate VMs for different uses. We assume BS j in the network is associated with storage and computation resources with the capacity of H j and U j , respectively. To host a VM for application a at BS j, a rental cost C a j is charged per time unit.
A user i ∈ I who carries several medical devices randomly roaming in the area may have a number of different applications running at the same time. We denote the application set in the whole system as A. For each application, the sensing data from involved medical devices shall be periodically uploaded to associated BS. The uploading events happen randomly as a Poisson process [10] , [11] . In particular, let a i be the average data arrival rate of user i for application a. Each time, a data stream with length of L a i is uploaded by user i. The uploaded data can be processed at any BS k, k ∈ J as long as there exists a corresponding VM. The health-care applications are usually delay-sensitive and ask for certain QoS in terms of delay. We denote the maximum tolerable delay for application a as D a .
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Our objective is to minimize the overall unit cost for deploying FC-MCPS in a given BS infrastructure to guarantee the required QoS of all applications from users. As mentioned in Section III, cost-diversity exists among BSs. It is desirable to associate all users to the BS with the smallest uplink communication cost. But unfortunately, the number of connections is limited by the number of subcarriers. On the other hand, placing all VMs in the associated BS helps reduce the inter-BS communication cost. But it is not efficient since the VM deployment cost of the associated BS might be significantly higher and therefore is not ignorable. Moreover, a VM usually requires certain resources to ensure the QoS while the resource capacities of a BS are limited. Finding out the BS association solution and an appropriate set of BSs to host the VMs for each application is a key issue to cost minimization. Because sensing data from medical devices shall be routed from user-associated BS to the BS with the corresponding VM, it is indispensable to investigate user association, task distribution and VM deployment towards cost-efficient FC-MCPS.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we present an MINLP formulation on the minimum cost problem with the joint consideration of user association, task distribution and VM deployment.
A. USER ASSOCIATION CONSTRAINTS
We first define binary variables x ij , ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J i to denote whether user i is associated with BS j or not, i.e.,
Note that a user i ∈ I can only be associated with a BS j ∈ J if and only if j is reachable from user i, i.e., Z ij = 1. In our toy example in Fig. 2 , Z 12 , Z 22 , Z 32 , Z 16 , Z 26 and Z 36 are all equal to 1. That means, all the three users can be associated with either BS 2 or 6. In general, this can be expressed as
To granulate the QoS of all applications from all users, one premise is that every user must be associated with one and only one BS, i.e.,
To associate a user to a BS, subcarriers must be allocated for the communications between them. Let x s ij ∈ {0, 1} represent whether subcarrier s at BS j is allocated to user i or not, i.e., A user i can be associated with BS j when and only when one or more subcarriers at BS j are allocated, i.e.,
Although there is no restriction on the number of subcarriers allocated to a user from a BS, one subcarrier can be only allocated to at most one user. For example, in Fig. 2 , 3 users are associated with BS 2 which has 3 subcarriers. Therefore, each user can use only one subcarrier. That is
B. TASK DISTRIBUTION CONSTRAINTS
The data uploaded at the user-associated BS can be processed at any BS in the system. As shown in Fig. 2 , the data for applications 1 and 2 are uploaded at BS 2 while processed in BSs 2 and 3, respectively. Let y a jk , ∀a ∈ A, j ∈ J , k ∈ J represent whether data for application a uploaded through BS j is then processed in BSs k, i.e.,
where k can be equal to j if the data is processed directly at the user-associated BS like BS 2 in Fig. 2 . Since medical data is uploaded through BS j and then processed in BS k, y a jk and x ij have the following relationship
which indicates that BS j can distribute application data to BS k only when it is associated with application users. In Fig. 2 , BS 1 is not associated with any users, therefore no data is distributed to any other BS from it. Using λ a jk to denote the data rate of application a routed from BS j to BS k for processing, we have the relationship between λ a jk and y a jk as follows
where N is an arbitrarily large number.
To ensure that all uploaded data are completely processed, for each application the total data received from users through BS j shall be equal to data finally processed at all BS k, i.e.,
As shown in our toy example (Fig. 2) , all data uploaded at BS 2 are either processed locally or distributed to other BSs.
C. VM PLACEMENT CONSTRAINTS
Let binary variable y a k indicate whether a VM of application a is hosted by BS k or not. Obviously, if data of application a is processed in BS k, i.e., y a jk = 1, a corresponding VM must be deployed in k. That is,
A BS can process medical data stream of application a if and only if a VM for a is deployed on it. Like in Fig. 2 , data of application 2 can only be processed in BS 3 because y 2 3 = 1. Therefore, we have
Since resources (i.e., hard disk and computational unit) of a BS are limited, the total VM resource requirements at BS k shall not exceed its capacity. Therefore, we have
and
where µ a k is the processing speed for application a and ϒ a is a scaling factor to indicate the relationship between precessing speed and allocated computation resource.
D. QoS CONSTRAINTS
According to the data analysis procedure in FC-MCPS, the medical sensing data shall go through three stages: 1) uploading to the user-associated BS j, 2) transferring from j to processing BS k and 3) processing at k. They all influence the overall delay and hence the QoS.
Let us first consider the uplink delay, which is mainly determined by the achievable data rate for a given application. The uplink data rate r ij at BS j for user i is related with the number of allocated subcarriers and thus can be calculated as
from which we can observe that the more subcarriers are allocated to a user, the higher data rate can be achieved. Then, for application data with length L a i , we can calculate its uplink delay as
We assume that the data received by user-associated BS from users will be distributed to BSs with corresponding VMs with a fixed probability. Thus, the data arrival in each BS can be also regarded as a Poisson process. We denote the average arrival rate of data from user i to BS j and the one from BS j to BS k as λ ij (λ ij ≤ 1) and λ jk (λ jk ≤ 1), respectively. The data processing procedure in BS k for application a can be viewed as a queuing system with the average arrival rate j∈J λ jk and service rate µ a k . To ensure the steady state, we first have
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Under the existence of steady state, the expected processing delay d a k at each BS can be written as:
Therefore, the overall expected delay for application a from user i going through j and k is 
To satisfy the QoS requirement, the overall expected delay d a ijk for any application and any user shall not exceed the application delay constraint D a . This leads to 
E. AN MINLP FORMULATION
When the subcarriers are exclusively allocated to a user, the uplink cost is determined by the uplink rate r ij , regardless of the data volume. On the other hand, the inter-BS communication cost is determined by the actual network traffic as λ a jk L a i . Hence, the total communication cost can be calculated as
Besides the communication cost, the total cost shall also take the VM deployment cost into consideration, i.e.,
Our goal is to minimize the overall cost by choosing the best settings of x ij , x s ij , y a jk , y a k , z ij , λ a jk , and µ a k . By summarizing all constraints discussed above, we can formulate this cost optimization as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem.
MINLP :
min : (23), s.t. : (2), (3), (5), (6), (9) − (14), (17) , (21) 
F. LINEARIZATION
It is difficult to solve the MINLP problem directly due to its high computational complexity. Fortunately, we notice that (21) is a cubic inequation. The two cubic terms are products of two binary variables and one floating-point variable. It is possible to linearize them to lower the computation complexity. To this end, we first define a new auxiliary variable α jk as follows:
which can be equivalently replaced by the following linear constraints:
Constraint (21) then becomes a quadratic inequation with product terms of one binary variable and one floating-point variable as follows:
Let γ a ijk = x ij µ a k , which can be equivalently rewritten into the following linear constraints: 
Finally, our MINLP problem can be linearized into a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) below. 
V. ALGORITHM DESIGN
After linearizing MINLP to MILP, we are able to solve the optimal programming model using solvers such as CPLEX and Gurobi. However, it is still time consuming due to the existence of a large number of integer variables. To this end, we propose a two-phase heuristic algorithm based on our formulation in this section.
A. UPLINK COMMUNICATION COST MINIMIZATION
In this phase, we intend to obtain the optimal user association solution towards minimum uplink communication cost, without the consideration of task distribution. In this case, we only need to consider user association constraints (2), (3), (5) and (6) with the objective of minimizing i∈I j∈J C ij r ij , formulated as: (5) and (6) x ij , x s ij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J , s ∈ S.
B. JOINT OPTIMIZATION
After obtaining the user association solution, we try to find out the task distribution and VM deployment solution which minimizes both inter-BS communication cost and VM deployment cost. As this phase is based on the user association solution, the values of x ij , x s ij , ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J , s ∈ S are already known as x ij , x s ij , ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J , s ∈ S. With uplink delay calculated by x s ij , we can only consider the feasible task distribution relationship between i ∈ I , j ∈ J and k ∈ J that definitely guaratees the QoS constraints, i.e., x ij = 1 and d a ij +D jk ≤ D a . The task distribution that does not satisfy such condition is directly regarded as infeasible by forcing y a jk ≡ 0. For those feasible ones, if and only if the request received at j ∈ J is distributed to k ∈ J , i.e., y a jk = 1, the processing delay at k shall be considered. Thus, the QoS constraints for those feasible task distribution can be written as
Taking the definitions of d a ij and d a k in (16) and (18), respectively, we further have
Thus, we can obtain the MILP formulation for minimizing the inter-BS communication cost and VM deployment cost as 
MILP-Joint

C. TWO-PHASE LP-BASED HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
Based on the above two sub-problem formulations, we present our two-phase linear programming (LP) based heuristic algorithm in this section. The algorithm is briefly summarized in Algorithm 1. In this first phase, we try to find out the user association with minimum uplink communication cost. To this end, we first relax all the binaries in MILP-Uplink and solve the resulting LP-Uplink problem (line 1). Note that all the solutions after solving LP-Uplink are floating-point values. We next try to find a user association and subcarrier allocation solution by rounding the corresponding floatingpoint variables. Intuitively, the one with the largest value shall be converted with the highest priority. Therefore, for each user i ∈ I , we first sort values of x ij , ∀j ∈ J obtained by solving the liearized MILP-Uplink in an ascending order in line 3 and then try to sequentially round up the value of x ij until one feasible user-association is found, i.e., with vacant subcarrier, in line 4.
By taking the values of x ij , x s ij , ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J , s ∈ S and relaxing y a k , y a jk , a ∈ A, j, k ∈ J into floating-point variables ranging from 0 to 1, we obtain an LP-relaxation of MILP-Joint as LP-Joint (line 43). After solving LP-Joint, we will get floating-point solutions for y a k , y a jk , a ∈ A, j, k ∈ J (line 7), which provides us the indications on the VM placement and task distribution. That is, VM a ∈ A shall be placed on BS k ∈ K with non-zero value of y a k . Similarly, the requests received at BS j ∈ J are with high probability to be distributed to k ∈ J . However, this does not always guarantee the QoS of all users. To this end, we first try to round up the values of any non-zero y a k , y a jk , a ∈ A, j, k ∈ J
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and take them into a variant of LP-Joint, LP-Joint-Strict, where non-zero and zero y a k , y a jk , a ∈ A, j, k ∈ J are forced to be 1 and 0, respectively (line 10). By solving LP-JointStrict, we can check whether the solution after rounding up the floating-point values can guarantee the QoS or not. If not, we try to solve another variant of LP-Joint, LP-Joint-Relax, where non-zero y a k , y a jk , a ∈ A, j, k ∈ J are forced to be 1 while the others are still treated as floating-point variables ranging from 0 to 1 (line 14). By solving LP-Joint-Relax, we may get more non-zero values y a k , y a jk , a ∈ A, j, k ∈ J , which will be then rounded up and taken into LP-JointStrict to check whether QoS is guaranteed. Such routine continues until the QoS gets satisfied, i.e., LP-Joint-Strict is feasible (line 12).
For a better solution without violating the QoS constraints, we next try to lower the VM placement cost and reschedule the task distribution accordingly (line 17). The philosophy behind such design is that the VM with small task load could be potentially released and the tasks allocated onto it can be migrated to others, provided that the QoS is guaranteed. Therefore, we first sort µ a k , ∀a ∈ A, k ∈ J into set M ascendingly. For each element in M , we try to release its corresponding VM a on k by forcing y a k to be 0 (line 19). Taking the new values of y a k , a ∈ A, k ∈ J into LP-Joint-Strict, we first check whether VM a on BS k can be released or not (line 20). If it is feasible, we can further check whether the resulting new cost is less than current cost (line 21). If it is, we treat the new solution as current best solution and set the cost value correspondingly (lines 22 and 23); otherwise, we continue to check the next VM placement (line 25). This procedure proceeds until all elements in M get checked (lines 18-27). Finally, we get our VM placement and task distribution solution.
Remark: Algorithm 1 is with polynomial time complexity. Obviously, all the loops in Algorithm 1 are with limited number of iterations. For example, in either the phase to find out one feasible solution in lines 9-16 or the one trying to lower the VM placement cost in lines 18-27, at most |A| * |J | number of iterations are needed (| · | denotes the cardinality function). While, in each iteration, only LP problem is involved. It has been well known that we are able to get the optimal solution of LP problem in polynomial time [12] . Therefore, the whole algorithm can be solved in polynomial time.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present the performance results of our twophase LP-based algorithm by comparing it against a greedy algorithm, which goes as follows. It first greedily associates each user to the BS with the smallest uploading cost provided that there is vacant subcarrier on the BS. After that, it checks over all the BSs as potential processing BS to find out the one with the minimum incremental cost, including both the VM deployment cost and the inter-BS communication cost.
Let us first check the performance comparison of all three algorithms, i.e., optimal, two-phase and greedy, in (14), (17), (42) 7: Solve above LP-Joint, and get the solution of y a k , y a jk , a ∈ A, j, k ∈ J 8: QoS_guaranteed ← False 9: while not QoS_guaranteed do 10: Solve the LP-Joint-Strict by forcing the values of non-zero y a k , y a jk , a ∈ A, j, k ∈ J to be 1 and the others as 0, and get the corresponding cost 11: if LP-Joint-Strict is feasible then 12: QoS_guaranteed ← True Solve LP-Joint-Strict to check feasibility 21: if new solution is feasible and new_cost < cost then 22: cost ← new_cost 23: Redistribute the tasks accordingly 24 :
Recovery y a k back to be 1 26:
end if 27: end for a small-scale network in size 100 × 100, under the settings of 8 users and 5 BSs with the communication range of 10. Each user has 2 applications with arrival rate uniformly distributed in the range of [0.1, 0.5] and the application data lengths are all set as 5. The maximum tolerable delay of each application is 10. There are 2 subcarriers available at each BS. The capacity of each resource in a BS is normalized to 1 and the communication cost, VM cost, link delays are randomly generated in the range of [1, 3] , [3, 6] and [1, 3] , respectively. We run 1000 simulation instances with different random seeds and plot the cumulatively distribution function (CDF) VOLUME 5, NO. 1, MARCH 2017 of the total cost for all the three algorithms in Fig. 3 . To solve the MILP problem for the optimal solution and the LP in the heuristic two-phase algorithm, commercial solver Gurobi 3 is used.
We can see that ''Two-Phase'' closely achieves the performance of ''Optimal'' and significantly outperforms ''Greedy''. This validates the correctness and high efficiency of our two-phase algorithm. It is quite time consuming to get an optimal solution for larger topology. As we have validated the near-optimality of our two-phase algorithm, we omit the optimal solution hereafter to investigate how various parameters, e.g., QoS requirement, the number of subcarriers, request rate, etc., affect the total cost in a larger network.
The default settings of our large-scale network experiments are as follows. We consider an area in size 300 × 300 with In each simulation, the communication cost, VM cost, link delays are randomly generated in the range of [1, 3] , [3, 6] and [1, 3] , respectively. While the task arrival rate is uniformly distributed in the range of [0.1, 0.5] with the application data lengths are all set as 5. The maximum tolerable delay for each application task is set as 8. The We run each simulation 200 times and obtain the mean value with associated standard deviation. Fig. 4 shows the total cost under different number of users varying from 50 to 95. We can see that the total costs of both algorithm rise with the number of users. This is because more users bring in more user requests, leading to more traffic between BSs and more task VM deployments hence a higher total cost. An interesting observation from Fig. 4 is that when the number of users is large, e.g., 90, the results of greedy algorithm approach to our two-phase algorithm. When we have only 50 users, the constraints of storage, link capacity or delay are not so strict since all resources are sufficient. Both algorithms have enough optimization space to lower the total cost. With the increase of users, the requests for all kinds of resources are also increasing. In this case, more resources in 3 www.gurobi.com BSs are used, leaving less space for optimization. Therefore, the gap between two algorithms decreases.
Similar phenomena can be also observed from Fig. 5 . When the maximum request rate is small, e.g., 0.1, our algorithm shows a significant advantage over the greedy one. However, after the maximum request rate reaches 0.6, the gap between two algorithms again decreases. The reason is that the resources of most BSs (subcarriers, storage and computation units) are occupied for data uploading and computation due to the high data loads from users, leaving less space for optimization. Besides, we can see that the total cost shows as an increasing function of the task arrival rates for both algorithms. To process more requests with guaranteed QoS, more subcarriers and computation resource are needed. This leads to a larger communication traffic and hence a higher communication cost between users and BSs. Meanwhile, more VMs are required to be placed in BSs and this will also lead to a higher VM cost. Therefore, the results of both algorithms increase. Nevertheless, under all settings our algorithm outperforms the greedy one.
Then, Fig. 6 illustrates the total cost as a decreasing function of the number of BSs from 50 to 77. Larger number of BSs leads to more resources and better options during BS association, task distribution and VM deployment. Hence, the total costs of both algorithms decrease. As observed from Fig. 6 , when the number of BSs reaches 65, the total costs of both algorithms converge. This is because when the network is large enough most data and their corresponding VMs can always be placed in BSs with minimum communication and VM costs. Further increasing the number of BSs (e.g., from 65 to 77) will no longer change the distributions of tasks or VM deployment or reduce the total costs significantly. Next, we show in Fig. 7 the results for evaluating the effect of the maximum tolerable delay for each application D a from 4 to 15. The advantage of our two phase algorithm over greedy can still be observed. We notice that the total cost is a non-increasing function of D a . The reason is that when D a is larger, less VMs are needed in BSs to guarantee the QoS. Therefore, the VM costs of both algorithms shall decrease as the maximum delay increases. Moreover, a looser QoS requirement also helps find cost-efficient routing strategies for data uploading because cheaper links with larger delay can be selected. However, as the maximum delay increases, the results of both algorithms converge. This is because with a larger maximum delay, most users and their corresponding data can be associated to and processed at BSs with the cheapest communication and VM cost. Hence, increasing the maximum tolerable delay will not effect the total cost any more. Finally, Fig. 8 investigates the effect of the number of subcarriers in each BS varying from 5 to 10. An interesting observation from Fig. 8 is that the total cost first decreases and then converge with the increasing number of subcarriers. More subcarriers in each BS result in a smaller uploading delay and allow more user connections at the same time. This gives more optimization space for communication cost via BS association and data routing. However to process data requests with a fixed average arrival rate, certain number of VMs must be placed in BS. This leads to a minimum VM cost, and hence the total costs shall not continuously decrease with the number of subcarriers.
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VII. RELATED WORK
A. MEDICAL CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEM
The advantages of MCPS are increasingly attracting the attentions from both academic and industry. Lee and Sokolsky [4] discuss the developing trends in MCPS, including increased reliance on software to deliver new functionality, wider use of network connectivity in MCPS, demand for continuous patient monitoring, and new opportunities for research and development. Later they discuss the design of complex MCPS with both security and effectiveness consideration. They further summarize the challenges and research directions in MCPS and emphasize the significance of software platform for MCPS in [5] . Recently, Don and Min [13] describe a three-layer (i.e., physical layer, service layer and application layer) big data processing framework for MCPS with dynamic provisioning and fully elastic system for decision making in health care applications. Our work is complementary to existing MCPS studies that we integrate the emerging fog computing paradigm to support MCPS in the consideration of scalability, awareness and latency.
B. BASE STATION ASSOCIATION
There have been many studies [14] - [17] on base station association policies under different models and assumptions. Son et al. [14] develop a theoretical framework for BS energy saving that encompasses dynamic BS operation and VOLUME 5, NO. 1, MARCH 2017 the related problem of user association together. They formulate a cost minimization that allows for a flexible tradeoff between flow-level performance and energy consumption. Lees et al. [15] propose a novel BS association scheme to tackle the challenges when temporal fairness is not guaranteed, or deterministic BS association may make wrong decisions, e.g., under the dynamics of mobility or flow arrivals/departures. Kim et al. [16] develop a framework for user association in infrastructure-based wireless networks, specifically focusing on flow-level cell load balancing under spatially inhomogeneous traffic distributions. Sung et al. [17] formulate a predictive association game, which is designed to determine an optimal base station for maximum throughput and reduced handover frequency. Ibach et al. [18] propose consensus protocols and task distribution in swarm robots environments. Our work by the first time envisions a new scenario that the BSs are augmented with computation resources to host cyber services. In this case, base station association is related not only to the wireless communications, but also to the computations. The two issues are highly correlated and jointly investigated.
C. FOG COMPUTING
Cisco provisions that there will be around 50 billion network connected devices by 2020 [19] . Fog computing is thus proposed [8] , with the concept of putting the cloud services to the network edge. Right after its emergence, many efforts have been devoted to this area. Zhu et al. [20] discover that it is possible to adapt the user conditions (e.g., network status, device computing load, etc.) to improve the web site performance by edge servers in fog computing architecture. Vaquero and Rodero-Merino [21] discuss several key technologies related fog computing such as network function virtulization, peer-to-peer, IoT and outline several research challenges. Although they mention the importance of management in fog computing, no actual solution is proposed. Mukherjee et al. [22] provide an experience report on the use of a grid computing framework called Condor to realize data-parallel ''black-box'' style execution of analysis for real time or near real-time IoT data processing. They also envision that it is possible to utilize the edge devices for computation, thereby extending he computation to the edges of a compute cloud rather than restricting it to the core of servers. Recently, Stantchev et al. [23] exemplify the benefit of cloud computing and fog computing to healthcare and elderly-care by an application scenario developed in OpSIT-Project in Germany. Furthermore, in a special issue Colomo-Palacios et al. [24] assess the state of the art in semantic technologies and linked data in grid and cloud environments. Their study highlights the importance of fog computing to healthcare application. Inspired by such concept, our work further investigates the cost-efficient resource management issues in FC-MCPS and provides many theoretical results to guide the practical FC-MCPS deployment.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Witnessing the vast potential of fog computing, we are inspired to forge fog computing into MCPS and propose FC-MCPS. To tackle the cost-efficiency problem in FC-MCPS, we argue that BS association, task distribution and VM deployment are all critical. Therefore, in this paper, we jointly study these three issues towards minimizing the overall cost while satisfying the QoS requirement. Specially, the problem is first fomulated into an MINLP problem. To tackle the high computational complexity of solving MINLP, we linearize it into an MILP problem and propose a two-phase LP-based heuristic algorithm accordingly. Through extensive experiments, we show that our algorithm has substantial advantage over the greedy one.
